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　　Abstract　　The elect ronic st ructure of an edge dislocat ion doped Ti lying in the(001)plane wi th Burgers Vector along [ 100] direc-
t ion in body-centered cubic i ron is investigated using the first principles discrete variat ional method(DVM)based on the densi ty-funct ional

theory.The binding energy , impurity format ion energy , interatomic energy , Mulliken orbital populations and charge density di ff erence
are presented in this paper.By calculating the binding energy of the clean dislocation system and the Ti-doped system , it is found that the

binding energy of Ti-doped dislocation system is low er than that of the clean dislocat ion system , w hich implies that the Ti-doped dislocation

system is more stable than the clean dislocation system.The calculated result of the impu rity format ion energy predict s the trapping ef fect
of dislocation core for Ti , w hich shows that Ti atom prefers to occupy the place at the dislocat ion core.The calculated resul ts of the inter-

atomic energy and the dif ference charge density of dislocation doped Ti system indicate that the st ronger bonding form ed betw een the Ti

impurity and it s neighbor Fe atoms will affect the mechanical property of edge dislocation.Considering the inf luence of Ti on the elect ronic

st ructure and the energies , w e can predict that the t race Ti in transit ion metal Fe w ith dislocation defect can give a signi ficant cont ribu tion

to the solid solut ion hardening effects and w ill inf luence the mechanical property of materials.

　　Keywords:　edge dislocation , doping effect , electronic structure.

　　Dislocation is one of the important st ructural de-
fects in crystals and closely relates to many physical

and chemical processes , such as the g row th of crys-
tals , phase t ransformation , diffusion , plasticity de-
formation and fracture , etc.The geometrical proper-
ty and doping ef fect of dislocation have great inf luence

on mechanical characteristic of materials.The long-
range elastic st ress field of the dislocation has been

w ell described by cont inuum medium model , howev-
er , considering the lat tice ef fect of dislocation co re , it
is diff icult to deal with the dislocation core region by

the continuum medium model , so studies beyond the
classical theory are needed.Since theoretical calcula-
tions of the dislocation co re structure are still not per-
fect and experimental studies on atomic level need be-
ing carried out further , the calculation of electronic
structure has been an impo rtant topic for the study of

dislocation core.

The related invest ig ation of Gehlen et al.[ 1] indi-
cated that the dislocation with the ef fective core ra-
dius about 1.25 ～ 1.65 Burgers Vector possesses local
effect.The 1/2[ 100] screw dislocation in iron and its
core st ructure w ere studied by Vi tek[ 2] , which indi-
cated that the screw dislocation mo tion closely relates

to the macroscopic deformation.In 1981 , Masuda et
al.
[ 3]
studied the st ructure and the energy of 1/2

〈111〉{110}and 1/2〈111〉{112}edge dislocation in
α-Fe using a tight-binding type elect ronic theo ry ,
which show ed that the electronic effect of the disloca-
tion co re is important in the research of dislocat ion

core.Based on the Green' s function , Wang et al.[ 4]

calculated the elect ronic st ructure of the system and

found that the edge dislocation can result in the split-
ting of degenerate states of d elect ronic , and the
movement of Fermi level.Fang and Wang[ 5] discov-
ered that the edge dislocat ion of the 1/2[ 110] (111)
type in aluminum dissociates into tw o partials separat-
ing from each other by a distance of 9 • .The dislo-
cation mobility is also studied by applying a shear

st ress on the cry stal and the corresponding shif t of the

Burgers vecto r densi ty is observed based on the above

w orks.The migration energy for vacancy dif fusion in
the dislocation core is evaluated about 0.5 eV.Using
the first-principles real space tight-binding linear-
muffin-tin-orbital recursion method , Kontsevoi et
al.
[ 6]
investigated the elect ronic st ructure of dif ferent

types of dislocations in B2 intermetallic NiAl and bcc

t ransition metals.In their studies an unusual localiza-
tion of elect ronic states inside the valence band is ob-



served in the cores of 〈100〉{010}and 〈100〉{011}
edge dislocations but not in 〈111〉{011}edge disloca-
tions.Antoine Béré et al.

[ 7]
pointed out that the dis-

location core presents multiple st ructures that relates

to the orientation of the dislocation line.By fit ting
the strain energy sto red in dislocation co re , the core
energy and the core radius can be determined.

In the last few decades , high-st reng th low-alloy
(HSLA)steels , i.e.low-carbon steel -alloyed with
Nb , Ti , and V , have widely used in industrial pro-
cess.The above mentioned studies promoted the

prog ress of high hardness , toughness and tensile

strength of steel.There are many experimental inves-
tigations and computer simulations for the ef fects of

micro-alloy elements such as Nb , Ti , V , Al , B ,
etc[ 8 ～ 11] , especially the doping effects of Ti.Howev-
er , the study of electronic structure for dislocation
core and doping ef fect is still demanded.The present
paper will focus on the elect ronic structure of the

[ 100] (001)edge dislocation core and i ts T i-doped
sy stem in the bcc iron.Using the f irst principles dis-
crete variational method (DVM)[ 12 ～ 16] , we will cal-
culate the binding energy , impurity fo rmation ener-
gy , and interatomic energy of the above tw o systems.
Mulliken populations and charge density difference

g raphs of them are also presented in the paper.

1　Model , method and parameters

1.1　Cluster model

Based on the elastic theory of dislocation , we set
up the initial st ructure of dislocation and then relax

the system of dislocation by molecular dynamics

(MD)method wi th the EAM potential[ 17 ,18] .Burg-
ers vector is along the [ 100] direction , the direction
of dislocat ion line is along [ 010] , the slip plane is at
(001)and the total number of atoms is 64512.In the
process of relaxation , a periodic boundary condition is
used in the [ 010] direction and free boundary condi-
tion in [ 100] and [ 001] .The relaxation result indi-
cates that the dislocation has C2V symmetry .The cor-
responding geometric model is show n in Fig.1.Fo r
calculations of the electronic st ructure of clean disloca-
tion and Ti-doped system , the cluster model including
99 atoms is const ructed (see Fig .2).The cluster
model contains five atomic layers wi th the stacking

sequence ABABA in the [ 010] direction and labeled
by the symbols in the order of ★○★.The solid cir-
cles and the hollow circles represent adjacent planes A

and B in the stacking sequence along the [ 010] direc-

tion of dislocation line.Plane A w ith atom Fe1 is in

the central layer of the stacking sequence.

Fig.1.　Atomic conf igu ration of the [ 100] (001)edge dislocat ion
core relaxed w ith EAM potential.

Fig.2.　Cluster model for calculat ions of the electronic st ructure of

the edge dislocation and it s doped system.

Because the size of Ti atom is fairly similar to

that of the Fe atom , the doped atom Ti will substi-
tute for the Fe1 atom and the model still maintains

the C2V symmetry .Considering the size effect of T i
atom , we have to relax the Ti-doped model using the
MD method again.

1.2　Calculation method

The discrete variat ional method(DVM)
[ 12 ～ 16]

is

a first principles numerical method for solving the

density functional equations , which w as developed by
Ellis in 1970.It has been successfully used to study
the elect ronic st ructure of metals[ 20] , alloy s[ 16] and
intermetallic compounds[ 21] .The eigen-states in

DVM are expanded as linear combinations of sym-
metrized atomic orbitals

ψi(r)=∑
j

Cjiχj(r), (1)

and the error functions

Δij=∫ψ＊i (r)(H -ε)ψj(r)dτ
=∑

k

W(rk)ψ
＊
i (rk)(H -ε)ψj(rk), (2)
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where W(rk)is a weight function , and{rk}is a dis-
crete set of sample points.

Insert ing (1)into (2), we have

Δij =∑
lk

C
＊
ik(Hkl -εkl)Clj. (3)

To minimize the error function  Δij/ Cik =0 , we
can get the secular equat ion:

∑
l

(Hkl -εlSkl)C lj =0 , (4)

The elements of matrices for H and S are as follow s:

Hkl =∑
i

W(ri)χ
＊
k(ri)Hχl(ri), (5)

Sk l =∑
i
W(r i)χ

＊
k(r i)χ(ri). (6)

In this paper , the DVM is used to calculate the

electronic st ructure and Ti-doping ef fect of edge dislo-
cation.

1.3　Calculation parameters

For the calculations of the electronic structure of

dislocations , the local density approximation (LDA)
w ith the von Barth-Hedin fo rm of the exchange-cor-
relation potential w as used.The frozen-co re mode
w as applied to the inner atomic shell and tw o different

single site orbitals(SSO' s)[ 14] were used in our cal-
culations.One is a minimal basis (MB), which is
bound to eigenstates of the isolated atom.The orbi tal
sets of both Fe and Ti are constructed f rom 1s , 2s ,
2p , 3s , 3p , 3d , 4s atomic o rbi tals(AO' s).The oth-
er SSO basis is an extended basis (EB), which in-
cludes not only the above-mentioned AO' s but also
the 4p o rbital of Fe or Ti.

2　Results and discussions

2.1　Energy calculation

The calculated results of the cohesive energy and

the impurity formation energy w ith the [ 100] (001)
edge dislocation co re and its Ti-doped system in bcc

i ron are listed in Table 1.The cohesive energy of the
clean edge dislocation(-5.08 eV)is lower than the
value of experiment (-4.28eV), which correlates
w ith the local density approximation(LDA).In or-
der to study the preferred site of Ti in bcc Fe , the
impurity format ion energy

[ 22]
is introduced in this pa-

per:

E f =
E b(T +IM P)-E b

N
, (7)

where E b(T +IMP)and E b are the binding energy of

impurity-doped and clean edge dislocation system , re-

spectively , and N is the number of impurity.The
calculated result of the impurity format ion energy is

consistent w ith the related results of others
[ 11]
.

Comparing the cohesive energy of the clean edge

dislocat ion core sy stem with that of doped Ti system ,
we found that the cohesive energy of doped Ti sy stem

is low er than that of the clean sy stem .From the en-
ergy point of view , it show s that the dislocation-
doped Ti system is mo re stable than the clean disloca-
tion sy stem.Moreover , the calculated result of the
impurity formation energy predicts the trapping effect

of dislocation core for T i , which show s that T i atom
prefers to occupy the place of the dislocation core.

Table 1.　Calculated results of the cohesive energy and the im pu rity
format ion energy of bcc Fe with the clean edge dislocation and the impu-

rity-doped edge dislocation

C lean edge dislocat ion

system/ eV
V-doped edge dislocation

system/ eV

E c
a) -5.082727 -5.102018

E f -1.91104

　　a)Ec=
Eb
n
, and n is the total number of atoms in these systems.

2.2　Interatomic energy

In order to investigate the interaction between

atoms , the interatomic energy betw een atom l and m
is derived[ 23～ 25]

E lm =∑
n
∑
αβ

N nα
＊
nαlαnβmHβmαl , (8)

where N n is the occupation number of molecular or-
bital ψn , and Hβmαl is Hamiltonian matrix element
connecting the atomic o rbital β of atom m and the

atomic o rbitalαof atom l.

The interatomic energies can ref lect the bonding

st reng th between atoms , some typical pairs of atoms
w ith the variation of interatomic distance d are listed

in Table 2 , where E
dis
lm and E

dis+Ti
lm present the inter-

atomic energy of the clean and the doped Ti edge dis-

location in bcc Fe , respect ively , and E
dis+T i
lm -E

dis
lm is

the variety of interatomicenergy caused by the substi-
tutional T i impurity at the dislocation co re.More-
over , we use ddis and d dis+T i to show the interatomic

distance in different systems wi th the edge disloca-
tion.

It is found that interactions between the nearest

neighbo r atoms such as Fe24(25), Fe(3)and the
central atom Ti are st reng thened after atom Fe1 is re-
placed by Ti.It is also found that the interatomic en-
ergies of atom pairs such as Fe3-14 , Fe 76-77 , Fe24-
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25 and Fe28-29 , as w ell as atom pairs at different

layers such as Fe24-84 and Fe76-78 , etc , are all in-
creased.The tendency relates to the charge redist ri-
bution af ter doped Ti.Furthermore , the interatomic
energies of atoms far f rom the impurity Ti changes

slightly , which show s that the effect of Ti is local-
ized.From the above results w e can f ind that w hen

the alloying element T i is doped , the interatomic en-
ergy betw een the doped impurity and its neighbo r

host Fe atom increases , and the interatomic energy of
the neighbor atoms betw een Ti and Fe atoms in dif-
ferent layers along the dislocation line increases too.
Table 2 also show s that the interatomic energy de-
pends on the interatomic distance.From 0.8 to 1.3
lat tice constant the interatomic energy is negat ive and

decreases g radually with the increasing of the inter-
atomic distance.The calculated results of the inter-
atomic energ y are consistent w ith our calculations of

the cohesive energy.

Table 2.　Interatomic energy E lm of dif ferent atom pai rs at diff erent in-
t eratomic distances of bcc [ 100] (001)edge dislocation

Atom-pairs Edislm/eV ddis/a0 Edis+T ilm / eV Edis+Tilm -Edislm/eV ddis+T i/ a0

Fe1(Ti)-Fe84 -1.3204 0.958688 -1.3745 -0.0541 0.960100

Fe1(Ti)-Fe24 -1.2022 0.982495 -1.2458 -0.0436 0.985348

Fe1(T i)-Fe3 -0.6417 1.061820 -0.7390 -0.0973 1.069090

Fe1(Ti)-Fe76 -1.3724 0.935153 -1.3027 0.0697 0.946244

Fe3-Fe14 -0.3629 1.062769 -0.3851 -0.0222 1.053746

Fe76-Fe77 -0.3605 1.088394 -0.4198 -0.0593 1.092315

Fe76-Fe78 -0.9719 0.999820 -0.9720 -0.0001 1.010595

Fe24-Fe25 -2.0642 0.833450 -2.1496 -0.0854 0.834520

Fe28-Fe29 -0.8718 0.971450 -0.8964 -0.0246 0.967960

Fe22-Fe92 -1.6155 0.852486 -1.6151 0.0004 0.853506

Fe24-Fe84 -1.9629 0.835998 -1.9993 -0.0364 0.838903

Fe10-Fe11 -0.6649 0.999810 -0.6394 0.0255 1.002740

Fe84-Fe86 -0.8503 0.999820 -0.8281 0.0285 1.007615

2.3　Mulliken orbital population

Info rmation about the charge distribut ion can be ob-
tained from the population analy sis , which is given in
Table 3.Table 3 lists the Mulliken orbital popula-
tions of the valence orbital of some particular atoms ,
where Q=N-Z val is the net number of charge occu-
pation and Z val is the number of standard charge occu-
pation for each atom (isolated atom)state , N0 and N

are the number of charge occupation for the clean dis-
location core and the doped dislocation core , and
ΔN =N-N 0 is the charge occupation number differ-
ence for the tw o systems.

From the comparison of the M ulliken popula-
tions , the charge t ransfer among different atoms and
part ial o rbi tals can be obtained , which is helpful to
the analysis of the interatomic interaction and the in-

teratomic bonding character.The M ulliken popula-
tions of Fe1 atom and other listed Fe atoms , as w ell
as T i atom which replaces Fe1 are show n in table 3.
Compared w ith the clean edge dislocation , i t can be
seen that T i loses mo re electrons than Fe1 atom (Ti
loses 0.3226e while Fe1 loses 0.0363e), and those
host Fe atoms in the same layer wi th Ti such as Fe3

and Fe24(25)gain part of elect rons.The main con-
t ribution of the charge transfer is from 4s and 4p or-
bitals which belong to T i and its neighbor host Fe

atoms.From Table 3 we can also find that the charge

t ransfer betw een atoms in Ti-doped edge dislocat ion
core is more than that of clean edge dislocation core ,
which ref lects the tendency of st ronger bonding in the

Ti-doped dislocation system.The resul t is consistent
w ith the calculated results of the interatomic energy.

Table 3.　Mulliken orbi tal populations and charges of the im pu rity

atom s and some host Fe atoms

Number of atoms
Clean edge

dislocation system

Ti-doped edge
dislocat ion system

N 0(e) N (e) ΔN (e)

Fe1(Ti) 3d(4d) 　6.3479 　2.3569

4s(5s) 0.7759 0.6131

4p(5p) 0.8399 0.7074

Q -0.0363 -0.3226 -0.2863

Fe(3) 3d 6.3245 6.3250 0.0005

4s 0.7302 0.7370 0.0068

4p 0.8270 0.8329 0.0059

Q -0.1183 -0.1051 0.0132

Fe(18 , 19) 3d 6.3157 6.3117 -0.0040

4s 0.7394 0.7362 -0.0032

4p 0.9033 0.9102 0.0069

Q -0.0416 -0.0419 -0.0003

Fe(24 , 25) 3d 6.3425 6.3408 -0.0017

4s 0.7137 0.7332 0.0195

4p 0.8887 0.9131 0.0244

Q -0.0551 -0.0129 0.0422

Fe(76 , 77 , 78 , 79) 3d 6.3239 6.3269 0.0030

4s 0.7969 0.8106 0.0137

4p 0.9366 0.9597 0.0231

Q 0.0574 0.0972 0.0398

Fe(84 , 85 , 86 , 87) 3d 6.3198 6.3227 0.0029

4s 0.7670 0.7809 0.0139

4p 0.9535 0.9736 0.0201

Q 0.0403 0.0772 0.0369

2.4　The charge density difference

The charge density difference is obtained by sub-
t ract ing the electron density of f ree atoms at the su-
perposition from that of the cluster system , which
can provide a physical insight into the bonding char-
acter and charge distribut ion.To have a clear picture
of the charge distributions in the clean edge disloca-
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tion core and its T i-doped edge dislocation core , we
present Fig.3.and Fig.4.to describe the valence
charge density.For the clean edge dislocation sys-
tem , the charge density difference is to subtract the
charge density of f ree atoms from that of the clean

dislocation cluster , which is Δρclean =ρ(dislocation)
-ρfree(Fe).And for the Ti-doped sy stem , the
charge density difference is obtained by subtracting

the charge density of the clean dislocation cluster , and
the dif ference between the charge density of the f ree

host atom and the impuri ty atom from that of impuri-
ty-doped dislocation cluster , i.e.
Δρdopant =ρ(dislocation+Ti)-ρ(dislocation)

-(ρfree(Ti)-ρf ree(Fe)).

Fig .3 is about the clean edge dislocation core
sy stem.The charge densi ty dif ference of the central
plane A containing Fe1 atom is show n in Fig.3(a),
from which w e can find that the charge dist ributes in

the intermediate triangle region among the atoms

Fe1 , Fe2 and Fe3.After the substitution of Ti fo r
Fe1 atom , g reat change of the charge density differ-
ence will appear , as show n in Fig.4(a).Fig.4 is
the Ti-doped dislocation system charge density differ-
ence graphs.The central plane containing impurity

atom Ti is show n in Fig .4(a);tw o B planes(Y =
±2.7a.u.)adjacent to the central plane A in the

stacking sequence along the direction [ 010] of dislo-
cation line are show n in Fig.4 (b , c).The three
planes are w ith the stacking sequence BAB and per-
pendicular to the dislocation line.From these g raphs

the Ti-doped charge redist ribution in the dislocat ion
core can be easily seen.In Fig.4 (a), we can see
that the tw o Fe atoms Fe24 and Fe25 above the slip

plane and the Fe3 atom below the slip plane are bond-
ed to the impurity T i atom , where the Ti atom loses

elect rons and the Fe atoms gain elect rons , and the Ti-
Fe possess the character of polarized bonding.We al-
so find that the charge density in Fig.4(b)and Fig.
4(c)are similar to that in Fig.3 (b)and Fig .3
(c), which relates to the periodici ty along the dislo-
cation line.From the above analysis w e can conclude

that there is mo re charge transfer in the layers along

the dislocat ion line and crossing the slip plane , which
can indicate the st ronger interatomic bonding and

thus influence the mechanical property of material.
The analysis of the charge density difference is con-
sists w ith the calculations of the cohesive energy , in-
teratomic energy , and Mulliken charge analyses.

Fig.3.　Charge density dif ference maps about the clean edge dislocation core.(a)The cent ral A plane(Y =0)containing the Fe1 atom;
(b)The B plane(Y =+2.7a.u.)adjacent to the cent ral plane A in the stacking sequence along the [ 010] direct ion of dislocation line;

(c)The B plane(Y =-2.7a.u.)adjacent to the cent ral plane A in the stacking sequence along the [ 010] di rection of dislocation line.
The solid lines and dashed lines are used to indicate the gain and the loss of elect rons , respectively.The minima and maxima contours are

0.001e(a.u.)-3 and 0.02 e(a.u.)-3 , and contour intervals are 0.00095e(a.u.)-3.

Fig.4.　Charge densi ty diff erence maps about the Ti-doped edge dislocation core.(a)T he central A plane(Y =0)containing the impuri-
ty Ti atom;(b)The B plane(Y =+2.7a.u.)adjacent to the cent ral plane A in the stacking sequence along the direction [ 010] of dislo-

cation line;(c)The B plane(Y =-2.7a.u.)adjacent to the central plane A in the stacking sequence along the[ 010] direction of disloca-
tion line.The solid lines and dashed lines are used to indicate the gain and the loss of elect rons , respectively.The minima and maxima con-

tours are 0.001e(a.u.)-3 and 0.02 e(a.u.)-3 , and con tour intervals are 0.00095e(a.u.)-3.
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3　Conclusions

In this paper , the majo r features of the electronic
structure for the clean edge dislocation core system

and its T i-doped system have been presented using

the discrete variational method(DVM).Based on the
calculated results of the cohesive energy , we found
that the Ti-doped edge dislocation co re system in bcc

Fe is relatively stable compared w ith the clean sys-
tem .Furthermo re , the calculated result of impurity
formation energy demonst rates the trapping effect of

dislocation core for T i , which show s that T i atom
prefers to occupy at the dislocation core.The calcu-
lated results of the interatomic energy and the Mul-
liken population , as w ell as the analysis of the charge
densi ty dif ference , indicate that both the stronger in-
teractions and the charge t ransfer of the Ti-doped sys-
tem are mo re than that of the clean system.In partic-
ular , the interatomic bonding perpendicular to the
dislocation line is st reng thened , which relates to the
dislocation-dopant effect and w ill influence the slip
character of the edge dislocation.Based on the above
calculations and analy sis , we can conclude that doping
of alloy ing element T i in t ransit ion metal w ith dislo-
cation defect has the solid solution hardening ef fect

and may be related to the mechanical property of

transition metal Fe , which is consistent with the

strengthening ef fect of the experimental observation

of doping Ti in the steel
[ 9 , 10]

.
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